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AN OPERATIONAL CONTINUED FRACTION SOLUTION 
TO A SECOND ORDER EQUATION IN BANACH SPACE 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginning or the twentieth century, 

mathematicians have turned with interest and vigor to the 

abstraction and genei•alization .of classical mathematical 

concepts. In the ease o~ m$thematical analysis, the trend 

toward abstraction has led to the definition and 

investigation of abstract spaces. The tochr.dque ot 

"geometrizing" the space, defining it to possess geometric 

properties such as the triangle inequality, has proved to 

be extremely fruitful. Among the more prominent of such 

abstract spaoea ia the Banach space, named 1n honor ot 

s. Banach who contributed greatly to its development (2, 

pp. 500 - 506). Th.e Banach apace ·will be the basic concept 

here in our investigations. 

Another concept which has proved particular~y 

useful in. abstracted for1n is th.at of the linear operation 

or operator. The linear operator eatab11shes a 

corr-espondence between the elements ot two Banach apaoes, 

auch that for avery element ot one space there corre•ponda 

a unique element of the second spaoo. Closely allied with 

this concept is that or a bilinear operator. The bilinear 
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operator is a linear operator which establishes a 

correspondence between paira of elements of one space and 

elements of a second space. We shall investigate both ot 

these concepts, 

A quite natural problem arising from these 

abstracted notions has been the question of finding 

solutions. for equations defined in Banaoh space. Both 

linear and non-linear equatlone have been subject to 

investigation. In the case ot non•linear equations, no 

extensive theory has been put forth; t he available methode 

ot approach are few and samewhat limited 1n their scope. 

Here, our interest will concern the solution of a 

partiou.l.ar non-linear equation, a second order equation.. 

Our approach to the problem will be in a manner analogou• 

to the use of continued fractions tor solving the quadratic 

equation in real a.nd complex number spaee. Using the 

concepts of B8l1ach space, line.ar and bilinear operators, 

we shall define a gen.eralized continued traction, oalled 

an operational continued fraction. The operational 

continued rraction will prove to be, under certain 

conditions, a solution to a second order equation in 

Banaoh space. We shall find an error bound which will be 

used to prove convergence of the continued :fraction and 

will also be an aid for measuring error in numeriaal 

examplea. 

http:partiou.l.ar


Chapter II will be devoted to the definition of 

Banach apace, the linear operator, and the bilinear 

operator. Those properties arising from these definition• 

which will be necessary tor Ohapter III will be 

investigated. In Chapter III we shall define an 

operational continued fraction and investigate ita 

application to a aecond•order equation. Sufficient 

conditions for an operational continued fitaetion solution 

to the equation will be given. Finally, Chapter IV will 

be reserved for examples or particular equations and 

their solution by use of the operational continued 

fraction. 
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CHAPTER II 

FUNDAMENTAL DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS 

Before any attempt may be made to define an 

operational continued f'raotion_. several basic concepts 

must be examined. As the fundament of all the 

inve·st1ga.tiona of this article 11ee the concept of a 

Banach apaoe. Hence, the first section of this chapter 

will be devoted to the definition of this concept, The 

Banach apace incorporates several properties which are 

each sufficient to characterize an abstract apace, and 

therefore, we shall introduce a sequence of definitions 

concerning these related properties. 

Once the Banach space has been define41 the 

remainder of this chapter will be centered about the 

concept of a transformation which establishes a 

correspondence between the elements of X and the elements 

of Y, where X and Y are Banach spaces. Such a 

transformation will be called an operator which maps the 

apace X 1nto the space Y. The correspondence between X 

and Y may be many•tO""one or biunique, and we shall 

consider eaeh of these types of correspondence. 

Our special interest 1n the second section ot 

this chapter will concern a particular type of operator, 

the linear operator. We shall consider the operations of 
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addition, subtraction, and multiplication for operators, 

and we shall define and examine the multiplicative inverse 

ot an operator. This inverse operator will be of great 

ill'lportance in the abapter on the continued .fraction. 

Finally, in the third section we shall define a 

bilinear operator, an operator which mapa the space ot 

ordered pairs (x1 ,x2 ) of elements of X into the apace Y, 

where X and Y are Banach spaces. The relationship between 

linear and bilinear operators will be noted briefly. 

Section l. Definition of a Banach spac.e 

2.1 Definitiont A set L of elem.e·nts is called a linear 

•pace 1.f £or the elements of L there eXist two uniquely 

defined operations: an addition and a scalar mult1pl1• 

cation by comp~ex numbers such that if x1 and xz are 

arbitrary elements of L, and e is an arbitrary complex 

number, x1+xz and CLX1 are elements or L. For these 

operations the following rules holda 

1. Addition is cammutative and associative. 

2. If x1+x~x1+x3, then xa-x.;. 

3· a(xl+xz)=a.xl+axz• 

4. It' a and .~ are arbitrary complex numbers, 

(a.")x-a(~x). 

S. (a+~)~ax+~x. 
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For greater simplicity of notation. we shall 

hereafter lr.r~i te nx is in X" to denote "x is an elemont 

of :xtt and the "sequence tx } in X" to denote "x 1s in X,n n 

Fr~u the use ot (5)and (2\ it follows that th~re 

e.x.i.sta a uniquely d.eteriuir.!.ed n1.tll elament e such that l.f x 

is 1n L, 0• ~~:a and .x+e•x. Moreover, substituting x2ffll:.e 

1n(3), we have a.•e=e for any complex number a. We introduoe 

subtraoti<>n in L by the definitions : (•x)=(•l).x and 

xr"x2=::xl•(•x.z)• The elements of L form; theref'ore, rela• 

tive to the addition, an abelian group (7, pp. 92 • 93). 

2.2 Detlnitiont A linear spa.ee X is said to be a nor·, ed 

linear P,.RS.O,.! 11'" fol" every element x in X there· eXists a 

fin! te 1 non•negative real number IIxI l 1 called the norm-
2! ! 1 with the following properties: 

1. If n !a any oomplex number; llaxii~Jal•lfxll. 

2. llx1+y~ 11:11xll (~llxzll ror art;{ xl,x2 1n X, 

3. llxl I=O 1!', and only if, x.•a. 

2.) Definition: A sequence of elements {xn} in the normecl 

linear space X is said to converge to the elemf;lnt : in X 

if lim ll.zn•xli=O. In symbols, we write Xn-..x aa n~ if 
n""""•

ll:xn-xl r.-..o as ~. 
We note that implicit 1n(2 • .3)is the idea ot 

geometrical distance between elements 1n a spacec the 

distanoe between. two elements x1,x2 in X is the real 

http:d.eteriuir.!.ed
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number llx1•xall, and ltx1•xzll=o 11', and only if- ::~tt=-xz 

(7, P• 94). The tmportant concept or convergence of a 

sequence {Xn} in X wil~ necessitate our use of the 

following definitions: 

2.4 Definition: A sequence {Xn} in the normed linear 

space X will be call&d a yauchy seguenoe if IIXn+p""lt:n 11.,....0 
uniformly tor p=O,l,2, ••• , as n~. 

2 • .5 Definition: A normed linear space X will be called 

complet;e if every Cauchy sequence in X converges to an 

element x in X. 

2.6 Definition& A complete normed linear space X will be 

called a Banach space, or a B•space (7, pp . 92 • 93, and 

4, PP• ) • 4) • 
We shall defer our consideration of examples of a 

Banach space to Chapter IV. Other examples are given b7 

Kantorovich (4., pp. 5 • 7) and Zaanen ( 7 1 pp . 100 - 108) •. 

The following us.e.ful theorem is immediate from (2 •.$) 

and. (2.6~ 1t will conclude this section. 

2.7 Theorem: If X is a B•space* and if {.xn1 1.a a sequence 

in X1 the oonvergenee of the series o:f real numbers., 
~l l 1~ l t implies the existence ot the l1m1 t 

n • 
lim L Xk*L ~· 
n....,.. ka:l lr.=l 

n 
Proof a Let ~= E_ Xkt n=1,2 1 ., "• , and consider the 

k=l 
sequence {~}in X. By(2.2)we have 
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n+p n+p • 

llx~+p~~t I'• I IE xkl r: L: J lxkll: L llxkll- Renee,
k=n+ 1 tt-n+l k.~Pn+l• 

since lim .L: II~ 11=0, {~} is a Cau chy sequence,
n.,.._ k=n+l 

and there exists an element x'in X such that 
n 

'"'"" I IL....J :x;,,•Jtn~ as n,......
k=l ~ ' 

~.eetion 2. De.finition aed properties of a linear operatoP 

In the remainder of this article, the s ymbols X, 

Y, and Z shall represent Banach spaces. 

2.8 Definition: The Cartesian product of X and Y; denoted 

X"Y, is t he set of ordered pairs (x,y}, where x is in X 

and"' is in Y (7, p . 126), 

2.9 . Definition~ An operat9;r r which m.apa X into Y 1a a 

subset .o£ xxy auch that tor every x in X there exists a 

unique y 1n y for Vh1ch ( x,. 1) is an element or p. It 

(x,y) 1a in P, we write Y-Px. 

2.10 Definition: An operator F mapping X into Y is said 

to be addi t1v• it for elements ·and x2 in X,x1 

P(XJ,+x2)•Px1+Px2• 

2.11 Definition: If P is an operator from X into Y, and 

11' Cl is an arbitrary complex number, the operator ~ 111 

defined by (a.P):xaa.(Fx). 

We note two facts arising from <2 .•10) and (2.ll). It 

P is an additive operator, Ps-F(x+e)•.Px+Pe• eo that Pe•e. 

From this equality we have 

e-Pe=P{x+(•x) l=Px+F(•x), so that P( -x),a:r•(lx). 



2.12 Definition~ An operator P mapping X into Y 1s said 

to be continuous if for every sequence {Xn} in X such that 

Xn.,.....X in X as n-> •, 1 t follow.s that PXn...,... Px in Y as n.--, . 

2.13 Definition: An operator :P mapping X into Y is aaid 

to be bounded i.f there exists a. fixed non..,negative re.al 

number M such that IIPxJ l~·llxll for all x in X. The 

smallest number M satisfying this inequality is called the 

norm ot P and is· denoted liP II (7, PP• 133 • 1)4) • _.......... --- ... 
This definition of JIPII is justified by the 

following theorem., 

2.14 Theoremt If the operator P is bounded, II P f I exists. 

Proof: Since the set of. numbers M .such that 

lfPx( f~M • J Jxl t is bounded below, the set has a greatest 

lower bound. Let l f :p f l•g.l.b. {M}. Then II p r ~~-~ ~ 

for any 6>0, there exists an M' in {M}such that II pI r>M.:.~ 
Now assume there exists an s'in X such that 

IIPill>l tPII•Ilx'll· Let IIPili .. J IPll•l Jx'l 1=-r, •nd 

choose &-v/2. • II %11 , a1nce xJ!le., We have 

ll P~l J....M • I tx'll•( II Px'll-11 P II• t I x'll ) - (M~ IIx'll-11 P ll• II x'l b 
>y•y/2 = y/2 >0• 

ao that ll:rx'(I>M'•IIx'll, a contradiction. Thus 1 

llrxj 1:1 (Pll • llxll for all .x in x. 
2.15 Definition: An additive and continuous operator L 

mapping X into Y is said to be l.;near (4, p. 7). 
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Examples of a linear operator may be .found in 

Chapter IV and (4, PP~ 8 - 15). 

The following theorem proves that a linear 

operator is bounded, and also that an additive and bounded 

operator is linear. 

2,16 Theorem: An additive operator P mapping X into Y is 

continuous if, and only if; it is bounded (7, p. 134, and 

3, p. 16). 

Proof: It l' is bounded, tor xn_..x in X as n.,.. we have 

I JP:xn•P.xll:f (PJ (•IIXn.-xll J hence, IIP~-Px( (->0 as 
n..,..•, and P is continuous. 

We observe now that by(2.10)and the note follow1ng(2.11~ 

P(ax)•a(Px) for a an arbitrary integer, positive or 

negative. Thus, if ~a/b is any rational number, wh-ere 

a and bare integers, P(~x)•aP(l/b•x)=a/b P(l•x)•'-HPx). 

Now assume that P is continuous, but not bounded; then 

there 1s a sequence of elements Xn,e such that 

II Pxn ((>2ni1Xnll, 11*1,2,... • Choosing ~n s uch that 

11~11:~n~2llXn,ll; where (3n are rational numbers, and 

letting ~=Xr/~n• we have ll~ll=l fXnll/~n : 1, and 

IIP~l J=IIPxJ l/~n > 2nl r~J l/l3n > n. Now, letting 

~=x:/n,. we have ~~as n.....,...., and l.fP~I J. > 1 tor 

n=l,2, •••• Thi.s is a contradiction to the continuity 

ot P. 

http:follow1ng(2.11
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The definition (2 .11) of scalar multiplication for a 

linear ope,rator Land the def1nition (2.,13) or IlLII quite 

naturally raise the following question: Does the set of 

all linear operators .from X into Y possess the properties 

necessary to . for~ a particular abstract spac.-rt In the 

following investigations we shall answer this question by 

defining addition of lineQJ.:' operators. Moreover, we shall 

also be a ble to define multiplication of linear operators. 

Although this question is an interesting one, we shall b~ 

~ore concerned w1 th the properties arising .from our 

investigation. 

2.11 Det1n1tion: The !E!!! !,!S ot two linear operators, each 

mapping X into Y, 1• defined by (P+Q)x-Px+Qx (7, P• 13)). 

The difference of P and Q is defined by P•Q•P+( •Q) • 

2.18 Theorem: The sum P+Q ot (2 ..17) is a linear operator 

mapping X into Y, and IJP+Q.l.l~liPII+IIQII. 

Proof: The sum P+Q is additive since 

( P+Q) ( x1+x2 )•P( x1+x2l+Q. (x1+xz) 

•Px1+Pxa+Qxl+Qx2 

=(P+Q)x1+(P+Q)x2• 

Moreover, we have 

I f(P+Q)xt f~l' IPxll+l IQ.xl r=( ltPt I+IIQJ ()I !xl(, so that 

IIP+Q{ r:t IPII+t IQf I, and P+Q. is bounded, From (2.16) it 

.follows that P+Q is eontilluous, and hence, linear.
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2.19 Definition: If P is a linear operator mapping Y into 

Z and Q is a linear operator mapping X into Y, the product 

~is defined by (PQ)~P(Qx). 

2.20 Theorem: The product pQ of (2.19) is a linear operator 

mapping X into Z, and IIPQI 1:1 IPfi•IIQII (4, P• 8). 

Prootr The product PQ is additive since 

(PQ)(x1+x2 )•P(Qx1+Qxz)=P(Qx1 )+P( Qx2 )=(PQ)x1+(PQ)~2• 

We also have II ( PQ) x II:II P II • II Q,~ II~ II P I l • II QII • l 1 xI 1 , 
so that IIFQII~}IPI1·11Q((, and PQ is a bounded operator. 

By(2.16) 1t follows that PQ is continuous, and hence, 

linear. 

We may now answer the question concerning the set 

of linear operators from X into Y. Addition of linear 

operators is commutative and associative,. and moreover, 

the postulates of (2 . l ) and (2.2)are satisfied, so that the 

set of all linear operators from' X into Y forma a normed 

linear space (4, P• 155). The null operator • ie s.uoh 

that O•L=~ for any linear operator L from X into Y, and 

L+~L, L+(•L)•,. We also observe that multiplication is 

distributive over addition. 

In the solution of equations, our interest will 

be retJtrieted to the operators which map X into a subset 

of itself. Of prime importance among these operators is 

the multiplicative inverse of a linear operator, We 

shal.l define the inverse operator and investigate several 

theorems concerning its existence and properties. 
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2.21 Definition: A linear operator L which maps X into a 

s ubset of X is said to be "in X" . 

2.22 Definition: A linear opez•ator L in X is said to map X 

onto itself if for x1~x2 it follows that Lx1~Lx2 ; that is, 

L de:Cines a one-to-one correspondence .from X to X. 

2.23 Definition= The identity operator I in X is defined 

by Ix=x for all x in X. If L is a linear operator, LO=I. 

2.24 De:Cini tion: The inverse of!. linear operator L whi ch 

maps X onto X is the operator L-1 such that 

t•1L=L•L-1=I (4, p . 23) • 

2.25 Theorem: If L is a linear operator in X, t h en L-1 

exists if, and only if, Lx=S only for x=a. 

Proof : Now t•1 exists if, and only if, x1#x2 implies 

Lx1#Lx2; since L is linear, this is equivalent to the 

statement that Lx=S only if x=e. 
2 . 26 Theorem: If L is a linear operator in X, then L-1 

exists and is bounded if, and only i:C, there is a positive 

real number m such that . IILxll~·llxll for all x in X. 

Proof : Let Lx=x1 
• If L- 1 exists and is bounded , we 

have llxll=IIL.. 1x ' I J~·llx ~ I J for all x in X, so that 

I!Lxlf = ! fx ' 11~1/M ll xll, where M>O. Conversely, if 

IILxll~m·ll x ll for all x in X, t hen Lx=e only if x=e, 

so that L-1 exists by (2. 25l Moreover , 

IIL-1x ' ll=llxll~l/m 11Lxll=1/ m llxl r I ror all X 
1 
1n X 

so that L-1 is bounded ( 7, pp . 162 - 163). 



2.27 Theorem: It L i& a linear operator in X and if there 

exists a positive real number m>·O such that IJLxll~• f fx( t 
f or all x in X, then L-1 is a linear operator in x. 

Proof: By (2.26~ t•·l exists and is bounded. Let x1 

and x2 be elements or X and let x). and xa.' be de.f1ned 

by rlx1•xi, B"""1xz•x~. We have 

H•l<x1+x2 >•H""l<axJ.+Hxz> 
=rlta<xi+x2> 1 

I I 
=xl+xz 

•lr"lxl+rlx2, 

so that B""'l 1s additive. By (2.16) therefore, a•l is 

continuous, and hence, linear. 

We remark here that if ~ and L2 ar.e linear 

operators in X with boutlded 1nver$es L1"'1 and L£"1 , then 

(L1""1 )•l.L1 and {P1L2)•l•L2•1L1•l,. · Factorization of the 

sum (~·4L2•l) ma:y be accomplished as follows: 

( L1'"l+L2•l )•Ll..,l.Ll ( Ll-l+Lz-l )=tl•l( I+LlLz•l) • 

The .fol.lowing theorem and corollary w1ll be of 

extreme importance in the next chapter. 

2.28 Theorem: If L 18 a linear operator in X and if 

IILlf:y<l, then the linear operator (I-L) has a uniqu.e 

inverse (I-t)•1 , and ll(I•L}•1 II:l/l•y (4, P• 24, and 5, 

pp. 194 - 195). 

Prooft Let x be an arbitrary element of X, and 

consider the limit lim 'En 
L 

k 
x. By (2.7) the limit 

n~· k=O 
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exists in X since L IILkxii~L yklfx[ I converges . 

k=O k=O. 
Let Bx=l: Lkx; that is, define B=2: Lk. Then 

k=O k=O 

II Bxll~llxl ;/l•y, so that II B II~l/1-y. Now 

( I·L ) Bx=B ( I-L )x=x so that B=( I-L)-1. If A is any other 

operator such that A(I-L)=(I-L)A=I, then (I-L}Ax=x and 

B(I-L)Ax=Bx, so that Ax=Bx; hence , B is unique. 

2,29 Corollary: Under the hypothesis of (2.28~ (I+L) has 

a unique inverse (I+L) - 1, and IJ(I+L) ..lll~l/1-y . 

Proof : The proof is a direct consequence of (2.28),. 

since (I+L)=[I-(-L}) and 11-Lf !=IlLII· 

Section 3. Definition and properties of 

a bilinear operator 

In Chapter IV the bilinear operator will play a 

role of no less importance than that of the linear 

operator . A bilinear operator B is a linear operator of 

two places: B maps the space xwx into the space Y~ Our 

consideration of B will need only be brief , since for any 

x' in X, the operator Bx' is a linear operator mapping 

X into Y. 

2 . 30 Definition: The space (X • X) ~Y is the set of all 

ordered pairs [(x1 ,x2),y], where {x1 ,x2 ) is in xxx andy 

is in Y. 

2.31 DefinitionJ A bilinear operator !! is a subset of the 

space (X ~x)~ Y s uch that for any (x1 ,xz) in x~x, there 

exists a unique yin Y for which [(x1,x2 ),y] is in B, 
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and such that the following is true : If we write Bx1x2=y 

to denote that [(x1 ,x2 ),y] is in B, then 

B(x1+x2 )x3=Bx1x3+Bx2x3 and Bx1(x2+x3)=Bx1x2+ax1x3; and 

there exists a finite non-negative real number M such that 

11Bxfx2 !1< • llx1ll • f lx:d I for all xl,x2 in X. The least 

constant satisfying this inequality is called the norm of 

E. and denoted I fBI I (4, PP • 155 - 156}. 

In addition to the examples of Chapter IV; the 

reader is directed to (4, pp . 156 - 158) for examples of 

bilinear operators. 

2.32 Theorem: If B is a bilinear operator mapping Xl( X into 

Y, for any x ' in X, Bx' is a ltnea.r operator .mapping X 

into Y (4, p . 156) . 

Froof : It is clear that Bx ' is an operator mapping X 

into Y. Let Bx' =L . Now Lis additive by {2 • .31)1 .and 

I!Lxll~< r IBII•IIx ' f I) •llxll, so that L is bounded; 

hence , L is continuous, and therefore, linear. 

We note only a few facts concerning B. The bilinear 

operator (-B) is defined by (• B}x=-L, and Be=~. If B maps 

the space X>' X into X, we say B is "in X". 

The properties of Banach spaces, linear and bi• 

linear operators which we have considered will be suffi

cient :for the definitions and theorems to follow. Hence, 

we shall tarry no longer in our investigations of these 

concepts. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE OPERATIONAL CONTINUED FRACTION 
AND A SECOND OfiDER EQUATI ON 

A continued fraction 1 as defined by Wall (6, pp . 

13 .. 14 ), is the limiting expression of t h e product ot a 

sequence of linear fractional tra.nsforma tions • To be mor e 
a 

specific, if t 0(w)=b0+w,tp(w)= -lL-, p=l,2,••• , where ap
bp+w 

and bp are complex constants, the product t 0 •••tn(w) is 

defined by t 0 t 1 (w)=t0[t1 (w}], t 0t 1 t 2 (w)=t0t 1 (t2(w)], ••• • 

The value of the continued fraction is the limit 

lim to•••tn(O}, and the continued fraction takes the
n_..• 
following form : 

lim to•••tn(O)=b0+ -------
n....,.• 

• 

In an analogous manner , we cou1d define an 

operational continued fraction in the following way: Let 

Pi (x)=(A1+B1x)-lXj_, 1=1,2, • • • , where x and Xi, are elements 

of X, and A1 and B1 are linear and bilinear operators in X, 

respectively. Now define F1(x)=p1(x), 

F2(x)=F1[p2{x)]=[A1+B1{A2+B2x)•lx2 J·lx1 , ••• , 

Fn(x)=Fn-l[Pn(x)], •••, and call F.(e)=lim Fn{a) an 
n~· 
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operational continued fraction. 

The similarity of this operational continued 

fraction with that of Wall becomes more apparent if we 

denote Pi(x)=(Ai+Bix)·l~= xi , i=l,2,••• , and let 
Ai+Bix 

F2(x)=(Al+Bl(A2+B2x)-lx2Jxj: = xl 

Al+Bl(_x..-2----._ ,••• 
•A2+B2x 

• 

.This representation of t h e operational continued 

fraction has been given only for purposes of comparison; 

the fractional form does not represent an operation of 

division, but is the counterpart of division in the 

operator space, the inverse operator upon an element of X. 

An immediate difficulty is the question: Under what con• 

ditions do the inverse operators exist? For a more 

rigorous approach to this problem, we shall adopt the 

following definition; 
n -1

For any n=1 , 2 ,••• , let Fn=An Xn 1 and 
k:: k+l -1

Fn (Ak+BkFn }xk , ~1,2,••• , n-1, where Xn is an element 

of X, An is a linear operator in X, and Bn is a bilinear 

operator in X, for n=l,2 ,••• • 'tle note that for n=l,2,•••, 

if An-1 exists and (Ak+BkF~+l)- 1 exi sts, k=l,2,•••, n-1, 

t h en F~ is an element of X. 
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3.1 Definition: If for n=l,2,•• • , the linear operators 

A; 1 and {Ak+BIJ''nk) - 1 exist, lr-1,2, • • • , n-1, the limit 
1 

expr·ession F.= lim Fn will be called an operational 
n.....;>• 

continued fraction. If there exists an element x0 in X 

such that F!...o>x0 as n-'> •, the oper•ational continued 

fraction will be said to converge 1£ ~ element x0 • 

Using (3.1) we see that a sufficient condition for 

F. to converge is that {F;}be a Cauchy sequence. 

Let us now focus our attention upon the application 

of (J.l) with which we are concerned, the solution of a 

second order equation in Banach space. The problem may 

be stated as follows: Let X be a B•space, y an element 

of X, A a linear operator in X, and B a bilinear operator 

in X. Given y, A, and B we wish to find the element, or 

elements , x in X for which Ax+Bxx=y . The equality 

Ax+Bxx=y will be called a second order equation in X, and 

any element x in X for 111hi ch the equality holds will be 

called a solution to the equation. 

This problem leads us to the investigation of a 

particular form of (J.l) in which ~=y,An=A , and Bn=B 

for n=l,2, • • • We shall state conditions on y,A, and B• 

for which F. exists and converges. The element XO to 

which F. converges will prove to be a solution to the 

equation Ax+Bxx=y, and we shall be able to find a sequence 

of real numbers {o0 } so that IIF!-xoll:on where 60 .....,.0 
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as n~ •; that is we shall be able to approximate tox0 

any given degree of accuracy. 

For this particular form of (3.l) we have 
n -1 k- k+l ..1

F'n=A y and Fn-(A+BF'n ) y, k=l,2, • •• ,n-1, and n=l,2, • • • , 

so that F~may be defined completely by 

F1 
1 =A-1 y, F~=(A+BF~_1 )'"' 1y, n=2,3,••• • We shall wrlte 

F~ ::= Fn. 
Now. assuming the existence of the linear 

operators A•l and (A+BFn )-1 , n=1,2, • • •· , we obtain 

.:tor n=2, 3, • • • , 
1F0 =(A+BFn-l). 1y=[AA-l(A+BF0 • 1 )J• y 

=[A(I+A-lBFn-l)]-1y 

=(I+A-1BFn-l )-1A-ly 

=( I+A-lBFn-1 )'"'1z, 

where z=A-1y. The following two theorems give sufficient 

conditions for the existence and convergence of the 

operational continued fraction obtained from this 

definition of Fn• 

3.2 Theorem: If A-l exists and is bounded, and if 

llA-1 11•1 ( BIJ ·IIzii~T~l/4, the operational continued 

fraction defined by F1=z, Fn=(I+A-lBFn•l)-lz, n=2,3••• , 

exists. 

Proof: We need only show the existence of ( I+.A- 1BFn(1 

for n=l,2,••• • By (2.2~th1s fact is true if 

IIA..1BF ll<l for n=l,2, • • • • We show by induction
0 
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that I IA. 1BFn ll~l/2 for n=l, 2,••• • If n=1, 

11A...1BF'nll=IIA-1Bz ll~ilA- 1 11·1 (B!I•llzll sc that 

1IA-1BFnf l~l/4 < 1/2. Assume liA.. 1BFkf l~l/2, Then, 

since A·1si'~lt+l=A-lB ( I +A-1BFkr·1z; we have 

1f (A- nFk+1 11 =IIA •la ( I+A·lBFk >•1 z t I 

: 11 A'"' 1 1r • r1sII·~· Kr+A-1BFk >... 
1 

, r • 11 z r 1 

1~ ( )y = ~2y l/2.
1•172 

3 • .3 'J.1h eorem: If A""l exists and 1a b ounded,. and if' 

llA-1 1f. fIB I r·If z 11~6 < 1/4, t hen there exists an element 

XQ in X s uch t hat the operational continued fraction of 
(4o ) n-1 . 

(3.2) converges to xo, and II xo- Fn II~ K where 
1-4o 

K=II F2- F1l l. 

Proof s We note that (I+A-lBFn){I+A-1BF0 )-1=r gives 

us I-( I +A.. l BFn)•l::A-lBFn( I+A-1BF0 ) •1. For n=2,), • • • , 

consider the, element Fn+r·Fn• We have 

Fn+l•Fn=(I+A-lBFn)-lz • ( I+A-lBFn•l)-1z 

=[( I+A- 1BFn )'•1 ... (I+A-1BFn_1 )-1]z 

=( I+A-1BFn)•l[ I ... ( I+A""lBFn ) ( I+A-lBFn•l)-1] z 

=(I+A-lBFn )-1[I-( I+A-lBFn. 1 )-l 

- A-1BFn(I+A- 1BFn•l)•1Jz 

~(I+A•lBFn )-l[A•lsFn-l( I+A-l BFn_ 1 )"" 1 

~ A-lBFn(I+A- 1BFn~l)-1 Jz 

=(I+A-lBF )""1 (A- 1BF -A-1BF )(I+A-1BF 1 )-lzn ·n-1 n · n
=( I +A...1BFn)""lA•l[ B(Fn ... l-Fn)] ( I+A'"'lBFn-1)•1z. 
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Using t h e inequalities of (3.2 ) we have for n=2,3, · ·~ 

that llFn+l""Fnll~l f{ I+A .. 1BF0 )-
1 f I• f (A-1 f f • IIBII 

• I (F0 ...1- F0 II•· I f(!+A- 1BFn-l>-1 t l•llzf I 

~ (i:l/2) o (i... ~/2) r1Fn-l-Fn1 1={4o) II Fn- Fn-11 r. 
From this inequality we obtain IIFn+l-Fn f I~U~o ) n-ll fF2-F1ll. 

n=2,3,••• • Now, using t he fact that for p=l,2, • • • , 
n+p-1 

n=2,3, • • • , I!Fn+p·Fnll=ll 2: ( Fk+l·F~f I 
k=n 

n+p-1 
: ~n IIFk+l-F,kll 

n+p+l 
~ ~n <4o)k-lfi F2- F1 1 I, 

p=O,l,2, ••• , and n=2,3,... • Th erefore , IIFn+p-Fnl r-> 0 

uniforml y for p=O,l,•• • , as n-.->•, and {Fn} is a Cauchy 

s equence, so that there exis ts an x0 in X such that 

Fn..,.. XO as n-> •. Letting p._'> • in I (Fn+p-Fnll we obtain 

llxo-F f r~ (4o )n-l II'F2-Fl rf. 
n 1•46 

The following theorem establishes the relationship 

between the operational continued fraction of(3.J) and the 

equation Ax+Bxx=y. 

3.4 Theorem: If the hypothesis of (3.3) h olds , then Xo is 

a solution of the equation Ax+Bxx=y. 
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Proof : From the proof of (3.3) we know that 

(I+A-lBFn)-lz=Fn+l' so that { <r+A-lBFn)-lz}is a 

Cauchy sequence converging to x0• Now, 

I I(I+A*1BFn)-1z- (I+A-1Bx0)-lzl I 
1~ I I ( I + A "' 1BF n r~1 11 • II z ... ( I+A-1Bxo) - z 

-A-lBFn(I+A-1Bx0}•1z(J 

~~ f( I+A~ 1BFn )-lj l•ltA•1Bx0(I+A-1Bx0 )•lz 

-A-1BFn(I+A-lBx0 )-1zl I 

~~ ((I+A-1BFn)-lf f • f fA""'1 1f·f iBi l" llxo-Fnll 
•II<I+A-1Bxo)·ll 1·1 lzll 

~ <40 > II xo-Fn f I, 
and since I lx0-Fnl 1~ 0 as n~ •, it follows that 

{(I+A-1BFn)-1z } has the limit (I+A""lBXo)-1z. 

Hence xo=(I+A... lBx0)-lz. This equality gives 

us x0+A-1Bx0x0uzc:A·ly, so that Ax0+Bxox.o=y. 

Applications of t his theorem will be given in 

Chapter I V. 



CHAPTER IV 

EXAMPLES 

The particular me t hod of approach given here t o 

the solution of the equation Ax+Bxx=y originated in idea 

f'rom a similar approach to a very s imple equation, the 

quadx•atic equation in complex number space . For this 

reason, it will be interesting to return to the quadratic 

equation as an appl ication of the more general notions 

which have been investigated. 

Let X be the space of' complex numbers , and consider 

the equation ax2+ bx+a=:O, where a, b , and c are real 

numbers 1 a=f;o. I.f z is an arbitrary complex number, we 

define lfzff=lzl. Thi s definition is sufficient to make 

X a Banach space. The number b is a linear operator, and 

if o+o, b·1=l/b and Jlb-1 11=11/bl. Similarly , a is a 

bilinear operator and lla!l=lal. 
Since a, b , and c are real numbers the continued 

fraction may represent only real roots, and by the 

discriminant, a necessary condition t hat ax2+bx+e=O have 

real roots is that b2•4ao:o. Applying {3.4) we obtain 

a more restrictive condition : if b:fo, and if b2-4faci>O, 

the equation has a continued fraction solution. 
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Let us consider now an exa"'lple of a real Banach 

space, that is , a Banach space defined for scalar 

multiplication by real numbers. Let X be the space of two

dimensional vectors x=(x1 ,x2), where x1 and x2 are real 

numbers . Define equal i t y , addi tion, subtraction, and 

scalar multiplication of the vectors in the usual manner , 

and let llxl l=m~xl~l· The convergence of 

x(k)=(x1 (k},x2 (k)) ~ x signi f ies the same thing as in 

the space of real numbers , that xik)-> Xj_ as k~ • for 

1=1,2, so t hat X is complete and is hence , a Banach space . 

Linear operators A in X are the linear transf or

mations defined by the matrix 

a1j real, 1•1 ,2, j=l,2, where Ax=(a11x1+a12~2 ,a21x1+a22x2) • 

To calculate the norm of A we have 

11Axll=m~xlak1x1+ak2x2 r~x( lak1 1~1ak2 l>·llx!l, so that 

I lA II~~( lak1 l+le.k2 (). For any A we may find k
1 

so that 

lak•1 1+1ak'2f=max{lak1 !+1ak2 1) . Let x' =(x:l,x2), where xi=l 
k 

if a~i;;o , and xi=-1 i f al!i < O, 1=1,2, We have 

!lAx' ll=lalllx~+ak'2x21=< lak'1 1+1a!l2 1}•llx' 11. Renee, 

IIA II= I S.Jlll + Ia112l~x~ akll + Iak21} • 
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We note that 

Bilinear operators in X are t he three dimensional 

matrices 

where Bx is the linear operat or defined by 

I f y=(y1 , y2 ) we hnve 

IIBxy j l~xlbkllxlyl+~l2x2yl+bk2lxly2+~22X2Y21 

~~x( lbklll+f bkl2l+l bk2ll+l bk22l)•llxlf •l IYI I, so 

that IIBI (~n~x( (bk11 l+lbkl21+f bk21 f+l bk22f). 

With t hese defini tions and given 

consider the equation Ax+Bxx=y. We have 
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and ( IIA- 1 11 )2 • I I BI I • II y I I~(l/4.) {0 . 7) ( 0.426)~Y or 

y=0.07455 < 1/4 • By (3.4) the equation, therefore , has 

an operational continued fraction solution. We obtain 

F1=(0.207 , 0. 1065), F2=(0.19967 , 0.10053) , and 

F3=( 0 .19996 , 0.100076}, where I IF3-Xoii~0.00094 . Further 

approximation will give us the root x0=(0,2, O.l) . 

Al though we shall not examine the details here , 

the Chandrasekhar integral e quation may al so be considered 

an exampl e of a second order equation to be considered 

in terms of an operational continued f raction . 
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